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Foreword

A

as we rfuse to compromise on performance and size.
Examples of nanoPower devices include voltage regulators,
operational amplifiers, supervisors, temperature sensors,
real-time clocks, and microcontrollers. Beyond our industry’s
proven ICs, we also provide reference designs, simulation
tools, and documentation to help engineers quickly and
effectively integrate our nanoPower products into their
applications.

dvances in low-power technology and the
availability of low-cost microcontrollers are
moving intelligence to the edge in equipment.
From consumer and communications to medical
and industrial applications, smarter edge equipment makes
rapid decisions without waiting for the system controller or
communication with the network. These edge devices now
require smaller footprints and portable battery power sources.
Adding more intelligence into the same or smaller sizes
require dramatic reductions in power consumption. Lower
power consumption enables applications to extend battery life
while improving system responsiveness and increasing overall
product operating life.

We hope this publication provides you with inspiration and
insight into the world of nanoPower products. For more
information, please visit our website or contact your local
Maxim representative.

Tom Bui

But how low is low? With a long history of creating highquality, low-power products, we understand that designers
need to make different trade-offs with respect to power,
performance, and size. As a technology leader in power
solutions, we are continually developing new single-function
nanoPower IC products with the singular focus of minimizing
supply to under a microamp, especially for battery-powered
smart edge equipment. These advances don’t come easily,

www.maximintegrated.com/nanopower

Editor and Principal Member of Technical Staff
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High-Performance,
nanoPower Products Solve
Designer’s Dilemmas
by Anil Telikepalli

I

ntelligence, at the edge, is now demanded
by end users in every walk of life. This
mandate presents new challenges for
system designers. Not only must they design
innovative products with a leg-up on their
competition, but they must optimize battery
life and minimize their solution’s footprint.
nanoPower products resolve this dilemma
with a shot-in-the-arm for creative designers
who need to solve the latest technology
challenges.

nanoPower Technology
nanoPower is a unique technology that enables single-function
analog or mixed-signal ICs to consume less than 1μA of supply
current or quiescent current (IQ). These devices render a
dramatic reduction in power consumption while increasing
battery life. By using nanoPower ICs, this strategy of reducing
power consumption allows designers to utilize smaller
batteries or extend the guaranteed product operation time
between battery recharges or replacement.
Some example applications that benefit from nanoPower
technology includes:
• IoT sensor circuits that need long lives to operate from
a variety of power supplies. These circuits are located in
the field and powered by a battery or a renewable power
source, such as light. Often these devices have steady,
low loads but high-power consumption peaks when
transmitting data.

Anil Telikepalli is Managing Director
of Maxim’s Core Products business unit,
responsible for Standard Power and
Precision Data Converter products. He
manages strategy, product development,
marketing, and business development
with a global team. Anil joined Maxim
8 years ago to start the Industrial Power product line where his
team developed new technology directions, delivering several
industry-firsts. Before Maxim, Anil held multiple engineering and
marketing roles at MIPS Technologies and Xilinx, leading multi-billion-dollar product lines.
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• Small form-factor nanoPower ICs offer an added benefit
of shrinking the system footprint, resulting in smaller
application form-factors.
• Even wired power devices, that are always on and waiting
to wake up on command, benefit from the reduction in
phantom/vampire power (energy consumed while a
device is merely waiting).
• Artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning on the
cloud are being revolutionized by on-device AI devices.
Such devices reduce the need for low-latency timing
decisions and circumvent bottlenecks in data transmission
to the cloud but need to operate at very low power.
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Quiescent Current

MAX40002–MAX40005
nanoPower Comparators

Typical battery-powered applications are mostly in an idle
state, waiting for something to happen. This “something”
could be a timed event that occurs at regular intervals or an
event enabled by a user. The system takes the appropriate
action, such as reading a sensor and displaying the results,
then goes back into a sleep state waiting for the next event. By
having ultra-low current consumption in the operating and idle
states, the system can function longer with smaller batteries.

The MAX40002, MAX40003, MAX40004,
MAX40005 tiny, single comparators are ideal for a wide
variety of portable electronics applications. Features
1.7V to 5.5V supply range and an internal 6% reference.
Features
• 1.7V to 5.5V supply range
• 450nA supply current
• 9ms propagation delay
• 4-pin 0.73mm x 0.73mm WLP (0.35mm pitch) and
SOT23 packages

Consider real-world, day-to-day examples:
• A charger is not charging the phone but is still plugged
into the wall.
• A wireless mouse is not in use but is not switched off.
• A car is turned off, but the head unit is still running.

Applications
• Mobile devices
• Portable medical devices
• Portable instrumentation
• Notebooks

In the next few articles, learn more about how nanoPower
ICs from op amps and comparators to voltage regulators and
supervisors can transform your system design. Ready to learn
more about lowering your IQ? Click on the link below.

How to Know When It’s Time to Lower Your IQ

MAX40002EVKIT: Evaluation Kit for the
MAX40002–MAX40005
The MAX40002EVKIT demonstrates the
MAX40002ANS02–MAX40005ANS02 in an ultrasmall, 0.76mm x 0.76mm, 4-bump wafer-level package
(WLP) with 0.35mm bump spacing.
Features
• 0.1V to 5.5V input voltage range
• 1.7V to 5.5V external reference range option VCC
range with internal reference option
• 0.2V, 0.5V, 0.9V and 1.222V internal reference
options
• Evaluates 4-bump WLP package
Applications
• Electronic toys
• Mobile devices
• Notebook computers
• Portable instrumentation
• Portable medical devices

www.maximintegrated.com/nanopower
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Analog Insurance with
nanoPower System
Monitoring ICs
by Patrick Long and Ani Fayezi

S

ystem monitoring circuits such as
comparators, op amps, current-sense
amplifiers (CSAs), and supervisory
ICs are critical to the success of the system
but are not typically the first products
considered in a design. These devices help
ensure that your design’s voltage levels are
where they should be. Think of them as
analog insurance.

Comparators
Our nanoPower comparators can limit supply-current
surges during switching and virtually eliminate the supply
glitches that typically occur with many other comparators.
The MAX9644, MAX9645, and MAX9646 are ultra-small,
low-power comparators ideal for cell phones, electronic toys,
notebook computers, portable media players, and portable
medical devices. They’re available in a miniature 4-bump
UCSP package with a 1mm x 1mm footprint and a 5-pin
SOT23 package. Their input voltage range is -0.3V to +5.5V,
depending on supply voltage, and they have an ultra-low
operating current of 700nA (maximum).

Analog insurance can be a valuable and cost-effective
investment especially if you’re designing wearable or portable
devices. With these applications, you’re probably most
concerned with extending battery life and shrinking the formfactor of your designs. This is where small nanoPower system
management circuits with less than 1µA of quiescent current
(IQ) can help. As an advantage, these components can always
be running. Their ultra-low IQ contributes very little to the
overall power for the design.

Our MAX40000/MAX40001 series of comparators deliver
ultra-low power in a 0.76mm x 1.11mm footprint with an
internal reference featuring under 1µA of IQ. They’re great
for power monitoring when power dissipation requirements
are stringent. Because their ultra-low IQ is comparable to the
typical current self-discharge rates of battery cells, these
comparators are useful for applications with low duty cycles
coupled with the extended battery life requirements or long
sleep times.

We offer one of the broadest portfolios of system monitoring
ICs. Many of these circuits have nanoPower current levels and
are available in small WLP packages as well as larger versions.
While the larger packages (such as SOT23, TDFN, or µMAX®)
are useful for initial prototyping, the smaller packages are
geared toward actual products.
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Op Amps
Our MAX44264 is an example of an ultra-low-power op amp
available in a 6-bump WLP package. For portable devices,
this amplifier circuit saves power and space, consuming only
750nA of IQ supply current. Having this low supply current,
along with low operating voltage and rail-to-rail output, means
that this op amp can work well with single lithium-ion, two-cell
NiCd and alkaline battery systems.
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Current-Sense Amplifiers

These supervisory ICs can appear in battery-powered
equipment, portable consumer electronics, and patient
monitors. The MAX16072, MAX16073, and MAX16074
ultra-small, ultra-low-power microprocessor supervisory
circuits, with a 0.7µA supply current, are also ideal for small
devices like portable devices, mobile phones, and consumer
IoT. These circuits are available in a 1mm x 1mm, 4-bump
UCSP package and feature a precision band-gap reference,
comparator, and internally trimmed resistors that set the
threshold voltage. They eliminate the need to use external
components for monitoring nominal system voltages from
1.8V to 3.6V.

Current-sense amplifiers (CSAs) assess high-side battery
currents that run into the microcontroller or elsewhere in the
system. If the current goes beyond a set threshold, the CSA’s
linear output, along with a comparator or ADC, can offer
an alert to the microcontroller. For example, the high-side
MAX9634 CSA, with a typical quiescent value of 500nA, offers
precision accuracy specifications of VOS less than 250µV (max)
and gain error under 0.5% (max). It is available in a 1mm x 1mm
UCSP package or a 5-pin SOT23 package so that it can protect
and support any small, battery-operated portable device.

Supervisory ICs

Analog Insurance

Our supervisory ICs ensure that voltages are at their
correct levels for any controlling component, such as the
microcontroller, FPGA, or ASIC. In this portion of the circuit,
supervisory ICs determine whether valid voltage levels are
present for the controlling components. When your system
powers up, a supervisory IC makes sure that the voltage is at
an acceptable level before the processor can progress to the
next step. Supervisors (Figure 1) also watch critical voltages
during normal operation. If a voltage is dangerously high, low,
or off, the microprocessor receives a reset alert.

BAT

1MΩ

0.1µF

These system monitoring devices effectively ensure that
voltage levels are where they should be in your design. The
value of this analog insurance becomes a cost-effective
investment for cost-sensitive wearable or portable devices.
The extension of battery life and shrinking design form-factor
turns these nanoPower devices into the ultimate insurance
pay-off.

Ani Fayezi is Executive Director of
Maxim’s Core Products business unit
responsible for business development
for supervisors, temperature sensors,
and voltage reference products. Ani has
more than 15 years of experience in the
semiconductor industry including product
management and business development across multiple markets
such as notebooks and server/storage.
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Patrick Long is Director of Maxim’s Core
Products business unit responsible for all
aspects of business development from
comparators to op amps to current-sense
amplifiers. Patrick joined Maxim in 2007
as the Business Director for MEMS
motion and magnetic sensors. He
successfully launched the optical sensor product line at Maxim.

Figure 1. The MAX16056 125nA Supervisory Circuit Features
Capacitor-Adjustable Reset and Watchdog Timeouts

For example, the MAX16056 monitors a system supply
voltage and triggers an active-low reset signal when the VCC
supply voltage drops under a factory-trimmed reset threshold.
When this occurs, the device’s manual reset is pulled low.
A unique capability of our nanoPower supervisory circuits is
their ability to allow either the system or the user to perform a
reset using the manual reset (MR) feature.

www.maximintegrated.com/nanopower
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MAX9634
nanoPower Current-Sense Amplifier
The MAX9634 high-side current-sense amplifier offers
precision accuracy specifications of VOS less than
250µV and gain error less than 0.5%. Features ultra-low
1µA quiescent current.
Features
• 1µA (max) ultra-low supply current
• Low 250µV (max) input offset voltage
• Low < 0.5% (max) gain error
• Input common mode: 1.6V to 28V
• 4-bump UCSP or 5-pin SOT23 packages
Applications
• Cell phones
• PDAs and notebooks
• Portable/battery-powered systems
• Power-management systems

MAX16056-MAX16059
nanoPower Supervisors
The MAX16056, MAX16057, MAX16058, MAX16059
are ultra-low 125nA current microprocessor supervisory
circuits that monitor a single system supply voltage
and feature capacitor-adjustable reset and watchdog
timeouts.
Features
• 125nA ultra-low supply current
• 1.1V to 5.5V operating supply range
• Factory-set reset threshold options
• Push-pull or open-drain RESET output
Applications
• Automotive infotainment
• Glucose monitors/patient monitors
• Metering/HVAC
• MP3 players/PDAs/cell phones
• Portable battery-powered equipment

nanoPower Building Blocks: Intelligence at the Edge
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One Smart Design:
Low IQ Boost Converters
by Christine Young
Christine Young is a technology writer and
blogger at Maxim Integrated, where she uncovers
unique stories in many areas including nanoPower
technology.

Video: nanoPower Boost Converter Demo

W

hether you’re listening to tunes on your earbuds or
tracking physical activity during a week-long bike
trip, you don’t want to have to charge your device’s
battery regularly. That’s one of the driving factors behind
Maxim’s nanoPower circuits by keeping IQ low in the power
management circuitry to extend battery life.

MAX17220-MAX17225
Synchronous Boost Converters
The MAX17220–MAX17225 is a family of ultra-low
quiescent current boost (step-up) DC-DC converters with a
225mA/0.5A/1A peak inductor current limit and True Shutdown

At just 300nA, Maxim’s recently launched MAX17220–
MAX17225 family of nanoPower boost converters deliver ultralow IQ. These devices are ideal for battery-powered wearables
and other small, portable electronic devices. The abovementioned boost converters push the supply current down to
less than 1μA while including a True Shutdown™ mode (a.k.a.
sleep mode). This mode extends the end product’s battery life
by disconnecting the output from the input, saving precious
battery life.

Features
• 0.4V to 5.5V input, 0.88V startup voltage
• 300nA low IQ, 0A reverse current during True Shutdown
• Package options:
- 0.88mm x 1.4mm 6-WLP
- 2mm x 2mm 6-pin µDFN
• 225mA/500mA/1A IIN limit allows small inductor options
• 33 output voltages by a single resistor

Reducing Component Count

Applications

There were several key innovations deployed into the
nanoPower boost family, such as an ability to program
the output voltage with a single resistor as opposed to a
conventional resistor-divider feedback string. Reducing the
external resistor count helps lower the supply current and, also
reduces external component cost.

• Battery-powered medical equipment
• Low-power wireless communication
• Optical heart-rate monitoring led drivers
• Primary/secondary-cell portable systems
• Super CAP backup for RTC/alarm buzzers
• Tiny, low-power IoT sensors

Another application challenge is to design these boost
converters to start up and operate with high source impedance
batteries (such as coin cell). Batteries with a source impedance
higher than 1Ω require 2μF, X5R or X7R capacitors installed on
the input and output pins.

• Wearable devices

MAX17222EVKIT: Evaluation Kit for the
MAX17220-MAX17225

These synchronous devices seamlessly enter and exit the
low-power, ultra-low-power, and high-power modes with high
efficiencies throughout the current load range. Plus, these
devices support the system’s battery hot-plugging activities
without the risk of battery drain or damage.

The MAX17222EVKIT evaluates the MAX17220–
MAX17225 family of ultra-low quiescent current step-up
DC-DC converters. Features two independent circuits to
evaluate two different IC packages of the MAX17220–
MAX17225 family.
Features
• Evaluates 6-pin µDFN and WLP packages

Adopting Into Your Design
Ready to check out the MAX17222 boost converter? Visit the
MAX17222 product page for resources available to help you
with your evaluation, including an EE-Sim® model for simulating
your application and an evaluation board for design prototyping.
www.maximintegrated.com/nanopower

• 400mV to 5.5V input range
• 1.8V to 5V configurable output voltage in 100mV/step
• Up to 100mA/225mA/425mA output current
• Proven 2-layer 1oz. copper PCB layout
9
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Q&A Session
with a nanoPower Expert

Question:

How can low-quiescent current devices maximize
battery life, while at the same time improve perceived
intelligence and responsiveness?

Answer:

The manufacturer typically defines battery
capacity in terms of milliamperes x hours.
For instance, the capacity of the CR2032
3V lithium, button tab battery is 240mAh.
In other words, a new CR2032 can source
240mA for one hour.
The trick at hand for the circuit designer
is to extend the system’s battery life by
keeping the power losses of their battery
power devices at a minimum.
A common strategy is to use the
shutdown or sleep features to turn devices
off and back on for critical actions. The
timing figure in Figure 2 shows an example
of a generic algorithm.
SYSTEM POWER
CONSUMPTION

TRANSMIT

MEASURE

SLEEP

MEASURE

SLEEP

Figure 2. Timing diagram

In sleep mode, the shutdown devices
continue to require current, but this
current is considerably less than the
measure and or transmit mode. In sleep
mode, standard devices typically require
1μA to 100μA of current. Additionally,
the transition from sleep to measure or
transmit requires a short startup time.
In the past, designers used IQ to determine
the supply power dissipation and used
shutdown current to calculate battery

nanoPower Building Blocks: Intelligence at the Edge

lifetime when the device is powered off.
This is not the case with nanoPower
devices. With nanoPower devices, the
designer simply chooses their device and
allows it to continue to operate through
sleep, measure, and transmit periods – the
nanoPower IC through all these modes
has an average supply current in nanoamperes. And, if the designer chooses
to use the sleep mode with nanoPower
devices, the delightful surprise that comes
with these devices is in their picoPower
in (supply current picoamperes) sleep
behavior.
It makes sense to pay close attention to
the IQ specifications in power regulators
such as boost converters. The lower the
regulator’s current, the more you can
extend battery life. For today’s ultra-small
designs, our nanoPower technology
can deliver both lower IQ and a smaller
form-factor. In this case, even currents
TIME measuring in the milliamperes are not low
enough to make an impact on battery life.
Today’s wearable, mobile, and IoT designs
call for fast responding devices with
nanoamperes of current flow.

Conclusion
As you extend battery life in an
application, always design with lowpower components such as nanoPower
microcontrollers, sensors, and efficient
power supplies.
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David Andeen is Executive Director of
Business Management in the Core
Products business unit at Maxim Integrated, where he is responsible for data
converter product-lines and outbound
marketing of all standard products.
Previously, Dave led Maxim’s global
development of subsystem and system-level reference designs. Dave joined
Maxim in 2005 within the field sales
team as a regional sales manager and
segment marketing manager.

However, let’s bring a game changer to
our system development, nanoPower
startup time.
The nanoPower devices, as Anil
Telikepalli stated previously, are singlefunction ICs with a sub-microamp IQ
value. Our nanoPower devices require
less current in their static operating state
than standard low-power devices require
in their sleep modes. As a bonus, these
products do not require startup times to
transition out of a sleep mode because
they are already awake.
This is good news for the designer, but
here comes the icing on the cake.
We know that consumers and,
consequently, designers are driven to
go smaller and lighter. As a result, the
form-factor of our nanoPower devices is
markedly aggressive. Now the device’s
battery is the largest and heaviest
component on the PCB.
www.maximintegrated.com/nanopower

Extending Battery Life with
nanoPower Regulators
by Tom Bui

D

CR1216 Lithium Coin Cell

esigners of small consumer and IoT devices face many
tough challenges including power consumption, the
use of multiple power sources, accuracy, RF integration,
and more. Some applications are so size sensitive that the
battery is the determining factor for product size. It forces the
use of very small low-capacity batteries. This means every bit
of power-savings dramatically increases the longevity of the
battery.

Let’s consider the smallest battery available, the CR1216. This
battery is 12.5mm in diameter and 1.5mm thick. This lithium
coin cell, out-of-the-box, has a nominal voltage of 3V (see
Figure 3 and Table 1).

Table 1. Lithium Coin-Cell Specifications

Our nanoPower products address these design challenges
and meet the needs of today’s low-power electronic devices.
These nanoPower devices operate with ultra-low IQ down to
hundreds of nanoamps and are designed to minimize even the
smallest losses due to ultra-low reverse-leakage losses.
nanoPower devices achieve high efficiencies even with very
light current loads. These devices also disengage entirely from
the power source for sleep states that last for years.

Specifications

Energizer CR1216

Nominal voltage

3V

Typical capacity

34mAh (to 2V) Rated at 62kΩ at 21°C

Self discharge

1%/year

ENERGIZER CR1216

In many applications, a microcontroller acts as the brains
of the system while the power system is the heart of the
system. How efficiently the power system delivers energy
from a battery to power the rest of the system determines the
lifetime of the end product. So how do nanoPower regulated
power products solve this problem?
To understand this, let's put some of these numbers into
perspective and show the degree of power-savings that occur
when using a nanoPower regulator.

Figure 3. Lithium coin-cell battery

System Specification for nanoPower vs.
Standard Regulators

Tom Bui is a Principal Member of Technical Staff of Core Products at Maxim
Integrated, where he’s responsible for
managing and developing technical
content for all products within the Core
Products business unit. With more than
12 years at Maxim Integrated, he has
held positions as an Applications Engineer, Product Manager, and
Business Manager.

www.maximintegrated.com/nanopower

This example will compare two IoT systems powered by a
CR1216 coin-cell battery. One system which uses a nanoPower
boost regulator and the other uses a standard boost regulator.
This typical IoT system requires 15mA of current when devices
are active and powers up for 10ms every minute, making the
current consumption 2.5µA per hour.
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Duty cycle: 10ms/60s = 0.0166%

MAX17220–MAX17225
nanoPower Boost Converters

Average current: (15mA) (0.0166%) = 2.5µA
In an ideal system with zero loss, the system using a CR1216
battery with a 34mAhr capacity would run for 1.55 years.

The MAX17220–MAX17225 is a family of ultra-low
quiescent current boost (step-up) DC-DC converters with
a 225mA/0.5A/1A peak inductor current limit and True
Shutdown™

Lifetime battery operation:
34mAhr/2.5µA = 13600hrs = 1.55 years
As all systems have losses, consider the power losses during
the inactive states of a nanoPower and non-nanoPower boost
converter system. To calculate this, add the IQ current into the
lifetime battery operation equation.

Features
• 0.4V to 5.5V input, 0.88V startup voltage
• 300nA low IQ, 0A reverse current from during True
Shutdown
• Package options:
- 0.88mm x 1.4mm 6-WLP
- 2mm x 2mm 6-pin µDFN
• 225mA/500mA/1A allows flexible inductor options
• 33 output voltages by a single resistor

Lifetime battery operation with IQ:
34mhr/(2.5µA + IQ) = battery life
The first system uses a nanoPower boost regulator
(MAX17223) to provide power to the system devices. During
10ms of operation, the system uses 15mA but during the
inactive state, which is 99% of the time. To calculate the
total IQ, we need to consider an 85% efficiency with a 2.5VIN
average battery voltage, resulting in a 396nA total quiescent
current.

Applications
• Battery-powered medical equipment
• Low-power wireless communication
• Optical heart-rate monitoring LED drivers
• Primary/secondary-cell portable systems
• Super CAP backup for RTC/alarm buzzers
• Tiny, low-power IoT sensors
• Wearable devices

IQ total system:
0.5nA + (300nA/(2.5VIN/3.3VOUT) = 396nA
Calculating the lifetime battery operation with IQ gives 1.34
years
Lifetime battery operation with IQ:
34mAhr/(2.5µA + 396nA) = 11740hrs = 1.34 years
Now let’s consider a non-nanoPower boost regulator with a
very low 1µA operating current. During the inactive state, the
system draws 1µA due to the non-nanoPower function. Using
the same lifetime battery operation equation gives a 1.34
years of operation.

MAX9938
nanoPower Current-Sense Amplifier
The MAX9938 high-side current-sense amplifier offers
precision accuracy specifications of VOS less than
500µV and gain error less than 0.5%.

IQ total system:
34mAhr/(2.5µA + 1µA) = 9714hrs = 1.1 years

Features
• 1µA (max) ultra-low supply current
• Low 500µV (max) input offset voltage
• Low < 0.5% (max) gain error
• Input common mode: 1.6V to 28V
• 4 gain versions: 25, 50, 100, or 200V/V

The losses from the regulator even at a low 1µA is a very
substantial.
In this application, the nanoPower boost converter has a clear
extended 1.34-year battery operation versus 1.1 years or the
non-nanoPower Boost converter.

Conclusion

Applications
• Cell phones
• PDAs and notebook computers
• Portable/battery-powered systems
• Power management systems

We are meeting the low-power consumption challenge headon with nanoPower devices. This nanoPower initiative attaches
directly to the smallest of batteries. For some applications that
are power- and size-sensitive, the battery is a determining
factor for the product size. Our nanoPower devices achieve
extremely low power in the smallest of packages.

nanoPower Building Blocks: Intelligence at the Edge
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Advanced Analog Architecture
Enables Unprecedented
Low-Power Consumption
by David Andeen

T

en years ago, it was common for most people and
restaurants in North America to make coffee in a glass
or ceramic pot that was then placed on a burner to keep
it warm. Not only did that burner consume energy, but it also
slowly cooked the coffee, ruining the taste.

DC-DC

I2C BUS
RF COMM

Then someone had the great idea of putting coffee into a
thermos to keep the heat of the coffee within itself, coffee
drinkers rejoiced. This step took coffee “offline” as it was no
longer connected to the power grid. As a result, coffee-making
consumed less energy and resulted in a much better-tasting
drink. How’s that for a great example of smart energy?

MICRO
CONTROLLER

DC-DC

SYSTEM
BATTERY

The coffee example parallels other concepts for engineering
systems that both maximize performance and save energy.
One significant advancement is the nanoPower technology,
where the current consumption of individual parts is in a
quiescent state (IQ).

BOOST
CONERTER

INDICATOR LEDs

SILENCE BUTTON
USB
PIEZO BUZZER

Figure 4. Block Diagram of a Typical Modern Smoke Detector

In the case of optical smoke sensors, peak currents running
the LEDs are in the milliamp range, but the average drops
as the LEDs cycle at an infrequent pace. Most alarm’s active
circuitry samples the air only 0.05% of the time. So, for
99.95% of the time, the system runs in quiescent mode.

Newer products, which take advantage of advanced analog
CMOS process technology, operate with nanoamp currents
that are so small they are almost immeasurable. These
systems come with two significant energy-saving benefits.
First, because of their ultra-low power consumption, it may
not be necessary to power down at all. Secondly, it is possible
to decentralize your circuit’s power-consumption architecture.

Table 2 has example values of current consumption for each
modern component depicted in the Figure 1 block.

Table 2. Current Consumption of Microcontroller,
Sensor, and DC-DC Converter

Next, let’s look at some examples of devices and circuits which
provide the benefits of nanoPower technology.

nanoPower Smoke Detector Systems
Smoke detectors were among the industry’s first Internet of
Things (IoT) devices. Typically, they’re expected to run for ten
years on a battery. These systems support infrequent battery
changes and operate during power outages. Figure 4 shows
a block diagram of a typical, modern smoke alarm featuring
a battery, multiple DC-DC converters, a microcontroller, RF
communication, a sensor, and a piezo buzzer.

www.maximintegrated.com/nanopower

SENSOR

Section

Typical Operational
Current

Typical Quiescent
Current

Microcontroller

10mA

2.5µA

Sensor

1mA

2.5µA

DC-DC*

3.5µA

500nA

*DC-DC power consumption is based on a 50mA output current and
approximately 77% efficiency.
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Battery Circuit Protection

Discounting the RF circuit, the main circuits in full-power
mode consume 11mA. During quiescent periods, the main
circuit consumes 5.5µA. The average active circuit current
consumption per second is 11mA x 0.0005 = 5.5µA.
Combining terms, the average current consumption over
time is 11µA. Note that any quiescent currents above 1µA
starts to impact system battery life. So, in the 10µA current
consumption range, each additional microamp of current
impacts a 1500mAhr battery life by a single year.

A final example demonstrating the benefits of nanoPower
technology is a power supply from a wall wart or battery,
typically known as an ORing diode supply. In such supplies,
good designers place a Schottky diode in series with the
battery supply. This approach limits the voltage drop and,
therefore, power loss across the diode, while still protecting
the circuit (Figure 6).
DIODE (D1)
FROM WALL ADAPTER

nanoPower technology also provides advantages via the
ability to turn off circuits within the system. In this type of
architecture, critical components like battery monitoring and
real-time clocks stay on.

DIODE (D2)

Drilling Down the Power

IDEAL DIODE (01)

MAX40200

Major power consumers, such as the microcontroller and
RF circuits, either turn off or go into their lowest power
consumption mode.

LOAD-A

The circuit in Figure 5 shows a nanoPower window comparator
monitoring a battery voltage. The comparator provides a
valuable safety function sending an alert only when the
battery goes above or below the allowable voltages.

BATTERY

EN
IDEAL DIODE (02)

MAX40200

1.7V TO 5.5V
LOAD-B
EN
VDD

VPULL = 3V

100kΩ

100kΩ

IM
100kΩ

Figure 6. Diode ORing Circuit

MAX40001

For example, the new MAX40200 ideal diode current
switch drops as little as 85mV when carrying as much as 1A
current, and typically drops 43mV when carrying 500mA.
This performance is two to four times superior to the typical
Schottky diode, smartly saving tens to hundreds of milliwatts
of battery power.

OUT

IP
GND
5V (3V) LOGIC IN

Figure 5. nanoPower Window Comparator Monitoring a Battery Voltage

Power of Changing Your Landscape

The system microcontroller only operates when it receives an
alarm from the comparator, which runs at a typical current of
900nA. Essentially, this becomes a smart-energy architecture
as it conserves as much energy as possible while peeling off
specific circuits for functions that have to stay on all the time.

nanoPower Building Blocks: Intelligence at the Edge

Just like our coffee example, the smart-energy architecture
is changing. Various subsystems disconnect from the central
processor while checking in periodically, drastically reducing
energy consumption. With advanced processing and analog
architecture, these building blocks are now consuming
unprecedented low amounts of power.
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MAX40000/MAX40001
nanoPower Comparators
The MAX40000/MAX40001 are tiny, single comparators
with a built-in 1% voltage reference that saves space and cost,
making these comparators ideal for a wide variety of portable
application.
Features
• 1.7V to 5.5V supply range
• 0.9µA supply current
• 5ms propagation delay
• 6-pin 0.76mm x 1.11mm WLP with 0.35mm pitch and
SOT23 packages
Applications
• Cell phones
• Tablets and consumer accessories
• Notebook computers
• Electronic toys
• Portable medical instruments/wearables
• Level detectors

MAX40000EVKIT
Evaluation Kit for MAX40000/MAX40001
The MAX40000/MAX40001 evaluation kit is a
fully assembled and tested PCB that evaluates the
MAX40000-MAX40001 single comparators with
internal voltage references.
Features
• -0.2V to VDD + 0.2 input voltage range
• 1.7V to 5.5V VDD range
• 1.252V, 1.66V, 1.94V, and 2.22V internal voltage
reference options
• Evaluates 6-bump WLP
• Proven PCB layout

www.maximintegrated.com/nanopower
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nanoPower Product Selector Guide
Product

Description

Op Amps
MAX40007

nanoPower Op Amp in Ultra-Tiny WLP and SOT23 Packages
Saves Power and Board Space in Mobile Devices—Op Amp Consumes Only 750nA in Tiny, 1.1mm x 0.76mm WLP

MAX40018

Dual nanoPower Op Amp in Tiny WLP and TDFN Packages
Saves Power and Board Space in Mobile Devices—Op Amp Consumes Only 350nA per Amplifier

MAX44264

nanoPower Op Amp in a Tiny 6-Bump WLP
Saves Power and Board Space in Mobile Devices—Op Amp Consumes Only 750nA and Comes in Tiny, 0.4mm Pitch WLP Package

Current-Sense Amplifiers
MAX9634

nanoPower, 4-Bump UCSP/SOT23, Precision Current-Sense Amplifier 1µA Quiescent Current
1mm x 1mm Package with ICC < 1µA, VOS < 250µV, Gain Error < 0.5%

MAX9938

nanoPower, 4-Bump UCSP/SOT23, Precision Current-Sense Amplifier with 1µA Quiescent Current
1mm x 1mm Package with ICC < 1µA, VOS < 500µV, Gain Error < 0.5%

DC-DC Regulators
MAX17220
MAX17221
MAX17222
MAX17223
MAX17224
MAX17225

400mV to 5.5V Input, nanoPower Synchronous Boost Converters with True Shutdown
Extend Battery Life and Reduces Solution Size with 300nA Quiescent Current

Comparators
MAX9060
MAX9061
MAX9062
MAX9063
MAX9064

Ultra-Small, nanoPower Single Comparators in 4-Bump UCSP and 5 SOT23
Industry's Smallest Comparators in a 4-Bump UCSP with 100nA (max) Supply Current

MAX9065

Ultra-Small, nanoPower, Window Comparator in 4 UCSP and 5 SOT23
Industry's Smallest Window Comparator in a 4-Bump UCSP with 1µA (max) Supply Current

MAX9644
MAX9645
MAX9646

nanoPower Comparators with Precision Reference in 4-Bump UCSP
Deliver Ultra-Small, Low-Power Comparators Solutions for Mobile Devices with a 700nA (max) Supply Current

MAX40000/MAX40001

1.7V, nanoPower Comparators with Built-in Reference
Ultra-Tiny 0.76mm x 1.11mm Package with a 900nA Supply Current

MAX40002
MAX40003
MAX40004
MAX40005

nanoPower 4-Bump Comparators in Ultra-Tiny 0.73mm x 0.73mm WLP/SOT23 Packages
Offer Industry's Smallest Package (0.73mm x 0.73mm) with 500nA Supply Current

Supervisors
MAX16056
MAX16057
MAX16058
MAX16059

125nA nanoPower Supervisory Circuits with Capacitor-Adjustable Reset and/or Watchdog Timeouts
Capacitor-Adjustable Nanopower Supervisory Circuits

MAX16072
MAX16073
MAX16074

700nA nanoPower µP Supervisory Circuits in a 4-Bump (1mm x 1mm) Chip-Scale Package
Offered in a Space-Saving, 1mm x 1mm Package and Consume Very Little Power

MAX16140

nanoPower, Tiny Supervisor with Manual Reset Input
370nA IQ Current with Manual Reset Input

Temp Sensors
MAX6610/MAX6611

Precision, Low-Power, 6-Pin SOT23 Temperature Sensors and Voltage References
1µA (max) During Shutdown Current

MAX31875

Low-Power I2C Temperature Sensor in WLP Package
±2°C-Accurate with I2C/SMBus Interface and 500nA Standby Current

Learn more
For more information, visit: www.maximintegrated.com/nanopower
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